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Softonic reviewA powerful AI chat tool for working with PDFs
ChatPDF - Chat with any PDF—or simply "ChatPDF"—is an AI-powered document manager by kakasoft that enables users to read and edit documents with ease. With advanced PDF compatibility, this productivity application has a wide variety of tools that help in research and information-checking on PDFs so it's great for any type of field or industry. 
ChatPDF is also an all-in-one solution for small businesses and large enterprises looking to streamline their document workflow, as it offers real-time collaboration—making it easier for teams to work more efficiently together across multiple devices. It offers a free trial but the number of PDFs you can upload is limited per day.

What is ChatPDF used for?
Working with PDFs can be a daunting task, especially when it comes to large volumes of text. PDF readers are readily available but sometimes, you're just looking for a specific piece of information and you can't recall the exact words that will help find it. Using PDF editors can be even trickier, too. Plus, you'll sometimes need PDFs when working with a team—and you have to make sure that everyone has the latest version of the file. Fortunately, ChatPDF eliminates most of these issues.
At its core, this tool utilizes artificial intelligence to improve the efficiency and convenience of working with PDF files. It functions with a Chatbot but has the capabilities of both a PDF reader and a PDF editor. Thus, there are common functions such as annotation, text extraction via optical character recognition (OCR), a search bar, and even a format conversion tool. The annotation and mark-up tools, in particular, let you highlight key points, add comments, and make adjustments to the text by simply entering commands via the chat interface.
Aside from that, this application features intelligent document summarization so you don’t have to read through the whole document. Its text search function can do lightning-fast searches, too. Plus, it lets you convert a PDF file to either a Word document, an image, or even an HTML file. Take note, however, that there's a bit of a learning curve to its more advanced features, even though you're on a chat interface. If you're not used to working with PDF programs, it can be overwhelming to use, as well.

Hassle-free productivity
For those who prefer working on the go, ChatPDF is also cross-device compatible so users can access their documents anywhere. It integrates with popular cloud services for easy file sharing. Users can easily track changes made by other team members in the documents they are working on if they're invited. Teams can also keep things organized via chat since conversations serve as a record of activities, annotations, and debates and there's no need to switch back and forth between applications. 

This AI tool offers an array of customer support options including live chat, email support, and a comprehensive online knowledge base. With so many helpful resources available, you can easily find the answers to any questions you have when using it. Plus, it has industry-standard encryption protocols to ensure that your user data and files remain private. To start using it, simply go to the developer’s website, use the Chatbot, and upload a PDF.

Worth a try
All in all, ChatPDF is definitely a must-try if you’re often working with PDF files or need specific information from them but find it hard to search within the text. While it’s not easy to use at the start, its interface is still quite user-friendly and the functionalities are simple enough to understand with continued usage. If you want something that also allows for collaboration, this is a good AI tool to use.

Author's reviewTransform PDFs with Kakasoft ChatPDF -   Discuss, Annotate, Summarize & Collaborate with AI Easily!
Unlocking Collaborative Potential
ChatPDF is not just another PDF reader; it's a dynamic tool designed to enhance your document interactions. One of its primary functions is to facilitate real-time discussions within the context of a PDF. Imagine discussing a PDF's specific paragraphs, images, or sections directly with your colleagues, clients, or collaborators. With ChatPDF, this becomes a reality. The software's integrated chat feature allows users to leave comments, ask questions, provide feedback, and engage in meaningful discussions alongside the document content.
Seamless Integration
What sets ChatPDF apart is its seamless integration of communication within the PDF viewing experience. Unlike traditional methods of exchanging separate emails or messages, Chat with PDF brings everything under one roof. No need to switch between multiple platforms – just open the PDF, read the comments, and reply, all within the same user interface. This saves time and ensures that conversations remain relevant and focused on the document at hand.
In the digital age, communication, and collaboration transcend the boundaries of time and space. We are presenting ChatPDF, the groundbreaking software that redefines how we interact with PDF documents. In a world inundated with mundane PDF editors, ChatPDF emerges as a dynamic platform that seamlessly integrates real-time chatting within PDFs, transcending the realm of conventional document handling.
Conversing Beyond Words
Gone are the days of toggling between chat applications and PDF viewers. With Chat PDF, you can now discuss, annotate, and brainstorm directly within the PDF environment. The document metamorphoses into a hub of collective intellect, where ideas evolve and understanding deepens through interactive discussions. ChatPDF transforms static content into a living, breathing discourse, whether a business proposal or a research paper.
A Leap into Enhanced Productivity
ChatPDF isn't just about communication; it's about revolutionizing productivity. Collaborators can highlight text, add comments, and draw attention to specific sections, all while engaging in a live conversation. This symbiotic fusion of communication and action propels projects forward, making deadlines seem less daunting and ideas more tangible.
Shaping a New Digital Paradigm
As the digital landscape evolves, ChatPDF emerges as the beacon of this new era, where documents cease to be static entities and become conduits of collaboration. With a proven track record through other Kakasoft software like Folder Protection, our commitment to innovation is irrefutable. Join us in shaping the future of digital interaction; experience ChatPDF, where words, ideas, and actions converge seamlessly. Your documents have stories to tell—let ChatPDF help you tell them like never before.





PROS	Allows for real-time collaboration
	Powered by AI
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User reviews about ChatPDF
Have you tried ChatPDF? Be the first to leave your opinion!
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ChatPDF
A powerful AI chat tool for working with PDFs
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Xtensio
Create better documents and presentations
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Notion Web Clipper
The ultimate workspace for productivity
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Docdown
Efficient word processor to update website content
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ContractRoom
Automated contract creation service
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Laws concerning the use of this software vary from country to country. We do not encourage or condone the use of this program if it is in violation of these laws. 
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In Softonic we scan all the files hosted on our platform to assess and avoid any potential harm for your device. Our team performs checks each time a new file is uploaded and periodically reviews files to confirm or update their status. This comprehensive process allows us to set a status for any downloadable file as follows:
	


Clean	It’s extremely likely that this software program is clean.

What does this mean?

We have scanned the file and URLs associated with this software program in more than 50 of the world's leading antivirus services; no possible threat has been detected.

	


Warning	This software program is potentially malicious or may contain unwanted bundled software.

Why is the software program still available?

Based on our scan system, we have determined that these flags are possibly false positives.

What is a false positive?

It means a benign program is wrongfully flagged as malicious due to an overly broad detection signature or algorithm used in an antivirus program.


	


Blocked	It’s highly probable this software program is malicious or contains unwanted bundled software.

Why is this software program no longer available in our Catalog?

Based on our scan system, we have determined that these flags are likely to be real positives.



We’d like to highlight that from time to time, we may miss a potentially malicious software program. To continue promising you a malware-free catalog of programs and apps, our team has integrated a Report Software feature in every catalog page that loops your feedback back to us. 


Flag any particular issues you may encounter and Softonic will address those concerns as soon as possible. 
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Your review for ChatPDF

Submit rating

Your review for ChatPDF

Thank you for rating!
 What do you think about ChatPDF? Do you recommend it? Why?
Leave a review
OOPS! This is embarrassing...
Something’s gone terribly wrong.
Try this instead














